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STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF
THE MULTI-FUNCTION WASTE TANKS

Susan K. Farnworth Marvin D. Sfine

Westinghouse Hartford Company Kaiser Engineers Hartford
P.O. Box 1970, II5-55 P.O. Box 888
Richland, WA 99352 Richland, WA 99352

with I
Laura K. Miller

Kaiser Engineers Hartford

ABSTRACT

This paper describes structural design and analysis procedures to be used for the Multi-
" function Waste Tank Facility underground waste storage tanks proposed for the Hartford

Site.

The Multi-function Waste Tank Facility will consist of four one-million-gallon nominal

capacity, double-shell, underground waste storage tanks and will include the associated
process and control systems and aboveground structures. The tanks will consist of an
inner primary steel tank and an outer secondary reinforced-concrete steel-lined tank. The
primary tank head will be structurally attached to the concrete dome. A supporting layer
of material will be placed between the bottom of the primary steel tank and the bottom
of the steel liner on the secondary tank.

The tank analysis is undertaken jointly by a team of engineers and analysts representing
Kaiser Engineers Hanford, the site architect/engineer, and Westinghouse Hanford

Company, the site management and operating contractor. This analysis is planned in
several phases. Heat transfer solutions will address the anticipated mixing pump and
cyclic fill/drain environment to provide steel and concrete temperature distributions.
With this information, an in situ static analysis of the reinforced-concrete secondary tank
will be carried out over the structure design life and will give material states and
deformations along with strength and stability checks. Seismic analysis, accounting for
soil-structure interaction and liquid loads, will be conducted with the most conservative
material state, and the in situ deformations will be incorporated. Finally, penetrations

and other components will be analyzed.

INTRODUCTION The Hartford Site has 50 years of experience
with buried waste tanks. From 1943 to 1964, 149

HISTORY single-shell buried waste tanks (SST) were
Buried waste tanks are used to store high- constructed at Hanford. These SSTs are cylindrical

level radioactive waste at the U.S. Department of tanks with capacities from 55,000 to 1,000,000
Energy (DOE) Hanford Site near Richland, gallons. The SST design is a reinforced-concrete
Washington. Current waste volume projections structure lined with steel at the sidewalls and base.
show a need for additional tank space. New tanks
are to be built under project W236A, the Multi- The single-shell design was improved with
function Waste Tank Facility (MWTF). The design the addition of an internal steel tank to form a i
and analysis of the MWTF tanks is the topic of double-shell tank. From 1968 to 1986, 28 double-
this paper, shell buried waste tanks (DST) were constructed at
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the Hartford Site. These cylindrical tanks have a nominal The primary steel tank will resist hydrostatic
capacity of 1,000,000 gal. and hydrodynamic loads. The reinforced, steel-lined

concrete tank and dome will carry surface live loads
The reinforced-concrete structure with the and static and dynamic soil loads.

steel liner at the base and sides is now the secondary

conf'mement structure. The primary confinement structure The primary tank will have mixer pumps to
is a complete internal steel tank. There is a gap at the maintain solids in suspension. Penetrations

side wails between the primary and secondary tanks. The accommodate pumps, thermocouples, samplers,
ellipsoidal dome of the primary steel tank is anchored to spares, and construction access. All penetrations I
the reinforced concrete dome of the secondary will be located in the tank dome, either into the

confinement structure. A refractory slab separates the primary tank or into the annulus space.
base of the primary storage tank and the secondary
confinement, protecting the concrete foundation from the The new tank farm project is in Title 1 design,

high temperatures (up to 1,100 OF)associated with stress- preliminary definitive design, which started in January
relieving the welded carbon steel tanks. 1993. Title 2, detailed definitive design, starts

. February 1, 1994. The primary tank design
MULTI-FUNCTION WASTE TANK FACILITY specification is scheduled for issue in 1994 to support

The MWTF project will provide four new DSTs, a construction start in 1995. Results given in this
a ventilation support facility, a weather enclosure over paper are preliminary, based on data developed and
the tanks, and an administration building with control analyses performed in conceptual and preliminary
room. design, which are still in progress.

The MWTF DSTs are similar to the previous DESIGN CRITERIA

generation of DST (Figure 1). The tank outer structure
is a reinforced-concrete cylinder resting on a reinforced- FUNCTIONAL
concrete base mat. The all-welded secondary steel liner Normal operating conditions as identified inJ

is anchored to the side-walls and rests on the foundation the project design criteria are as follows.

mat. The primary tank is a 75-ft diameter, 49-ft high all-
welded metal structure contained within the reinforced- [] Nominal tank capacity is one million gallons.

concrete tank. The secondary liner will be structurally [] Temperature limits are 250 OF in primary tank
attached to the cylindrical portion of the concrete tank. steel,and concrete walls and footing; 200 °F in
The liner will terminate at a point of tangency to the haunch and dome, steel and concrete.
primary tank head. There will be no mechanical [] Heat generation is 1.25 million BTU/hr.
attachment between the primary tank and the secondary [] Dome space pressure range is +60 in. water to
steel liner. The vertical walls of the primary tank and the -12 in. water.
secondary liner will be separated by a 30-in. annular • Earth cover, based on radiation shielding
space that will be ventilated. The primary tank is also requirements, is presently 7 ft.
ventilated. • Live load is a maximum of 40 lbf/R _ plus a 50-

ton concentrated load at any point.

The major design change in the new generation of [] Fill-and-drain cycling is established at four
DST is the tank material. The primary steel tank and cycle,s per year.
secondary liner will be 304L stainless steel instead of m Tank design life is 50 years.
carbon steel. Carbon steel was used in previous DSTs
where an alkaline waste environment existed. Carb,,n The primary tank and the supporting pad are
steel is not considered satisfactory for use in the MW _: identified as safety class items in accordance with the
primary tanks with a contained waste pH range of 5 to definitions of DOE Order 6430.1A [1].
14+.

Safety class structures are required to be

As no stress-relieving will be done on the designedfor dynamic loads. Although the secondary I J
stainless steel, the supporting slab no longer needs tank and the steel liner are not classified as safety
to be a refractory material. This pad will be reinforced class items, they will be designed as seismic safety
concrete. Radial slots in the pad surface provide access class structures, because the secondary tank supports

for inspection of the primary tank base, channels for the soil overburden and live load above the safety
ventilation airflow, and leak-collection paths, class primary tank.
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DESIGN CODES AND STANDARDS coordinated (manually or electronically) among the
The stainless steel primary tank is being various analysis teams. This procedure required that

designed and will be constructed to the American one individual be responsible for maintaining the
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and database model and coordinating changes with all of
Pressure Vessel Code [2], Section III, Subsection NC, the other analysts. This coordination provides
Article NC-3900. Stress evaluation will be performed assurance that all analysts are working with the same
per Article NC-3200 rules, and the results of the basic tank geometry at all stages of the design
evaluation will be used to develop the design process.
specification for NC-3900 design. !1

DATABASE MODEL

The primary tank dome which is anchored to The database model is an axisymmetric model
concrete must accommodate the deformation of the of the primary tank, secovdary liner, secondary tank

concrete tank to prevent the tearing of the steel plate, and the supporting pad. Soil effects are represented
The strain-based acceptance criteria in ASME Code by springs. Two-dimensional (2D) quadratic shell

I Section III, Division 2, Subsection CC (applicable to elements are used to represent the concrete.

nuclear power plant primary containment liner) were Reinforcing steel is accounted for in the model. The
examined. Conversion of the strain limits to a stress steel liner and tank are modeled with axisymmetric

limit (by multiplication of strain by elastic modulus), shell elements. Where the steel plate is anchored to
with the dome assumed to remain elastic, provided a concrete, coincident nodes are constrained. Where
higher stress limit than that applicable to NC-3200 there is no anchorage between surfaces in contact,
design. Therefore, acceptance criteria for NC-3200 the sliding gap interface is modeled. Overburden is
design may be used for both primary and secondary represented by applied loads.
stresses in the dome.

No piping, penetrations or other appurten-

The reinforced-concrete secondary tank and ances are modeled. These will all be addressed by
supporting pad are being designed and will be submodels consistent with the reference model.
constructed to American Concrete Institute (ACI)
349-90 [3]. The reference model (Figure 3) used for

analysis is based on the ABAQUS finite-element

The stainless steel secondary liner will be model built to analyze an existing DST, and on an

designed to the ASME Code, Section III, Division 2, Autocad drawing file of the new tank configuration.
Subsection CC. Both the Autocad file and the ABAQUS file were

imported into another finite-element modeler,
ANALYSIS PROCEDURE COSMOS. The node and element configuration from

the previous model and the geometry from the
OVERVIEW drawing were used to produce the geometry

The analysis of the MWTF Project waste storage keypoints of the database model.
tanks will consist of six primary analysis phases or
activities: Use of the database model as a reference

m Tanks Seismic Experts Panel model by all analysts offers consistency in node and

(TSEP) compliance element location. This facilitates combination of
• Thermal/heat transfer results or application of the results of one analysis

• Thermal/creep as input to another. This model will also be used
• Soil-structure interaction (SSI) directly for the thermal/creep analysis of the tank.
• Combined load ease model

• Components. A version of the database model that adds
soil elements will be used for the SSI analysis.

Because each of the analysis activities involves
unique computer models or unique variations of similar TSEP COMPLIANCE
models (Figure 2), it was decided early in the design to The MWTF project is one of the first DOE
provide a common database model for all analyses that facilities to incorporate Brookhaven NatioDal
would be used to "freeze" the tank geometry. Changes Laboratories (BNL) 52361, Seismic Design and

that evolved during the progress of design then could be
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Evaluation Guidelines for DOE High-Level Waste THERMAL/CREEP ANALYSIS
Storage Tanks and Appurtenances, the TSEP guide- A thermal/creep analysis of the secondary
lines [4]. concrete structure surrounding the steel primary tank

identifies the long-term creep effects and thermal

Compliance with the TSEP guidelines as they degradation of the concrete structure over the 50-year
relate to the seismic design and analysis of the life. This analysis is required because the concrete
primary tank has been examined. These include will be exposed to thermal transients and to
calculations for hydrodynamic impulsive, convective, temperatures in excess of 150 °F.
and vertical pressures of the contained fluid under t
the seismic loading conditions. Figure 4 shows the Thermal/creep effects are inelastic strains
variation of these respective dynamic tank wall that accumulate in time under load at a rate
pressures with respect to height above tank bottom, increasing with temperature. Not only does creep
These pressures were derived by using the methodology increase structure deflections, but it also results in a
presented in Chapter 4 of the TSEP Guidelines. reduced load-carrying capacity. Temperature

gradients in the concrete from steady-state operating

In addition, a simplified lumped-parameter conditions in combination with thermal transients can
ANSYS model of the waste tank was developed with contribute to the progression of cracking in the
the methodology in Chapter 6 and Appendix G of the concrete• The analysis will provide cracked section
TSEP Guidelines for use in a simplified SSI analysis, properties, crack patterns, and deformations at the
This model will be used for parametric evaluations and beginning and end of life. These will be used as

to assure the validity of the more detailed three- initial conditions for the seismic analysis.
dimensional (3D) SSI analyses described below•

An ABAQUS/ANACAP-U model has been

THERMAL/HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS developed to perform the thermal/creep analysis of
The thermal/heat transfer analysis is done with a the MWTF waste storage tanks. This analysis, based

model based on the same geometry as the reference on previous analyses performed for other tank farms
model (Figure 3). A preliminary analysis used a 2D at Hanford, will use the reinforced-concrete and
axisymmetric model of the tank air spaces and creep formulations appropriate to Hanford concrete•
surrounding soil column to analyze a full tank in normal These previous analyses used axisymmetric and
operation. A cylindrical columu of soil extending 70 ft quadratic elements for the concrete.
radially outward from the tank centerline and 200 ft
down from the soil surface to the water table provides a The ABAQUS/ANACAP-U model of the
heat sink. Heat transfer by radiation and convection MWTF DST consists of an axisymmetric model with
was included in the model. Heat removal by quadratic elements representing the concrete, shell
evaporation was calculated separately, elements representing the steel plate, and reinforcing

elements representing the steel reinforcing of the

The results indicated the limiting requirement is concrete. Loading will consist of dead loads, soil

the 200 OF maximum temperature in the haunch area. overburden, and worst-case thermal transients and
• This temperature effectively limits the temperature of gradients developed in the thermal/heat transfer

the waste surface to 200 *F. Results of this analysis analysis. Soil springs along the side walls and
were used as a basis for evaluating the design of the bottom of the tank were developed from soil
primary tank ventilation system, properties as described below.

During Title 1 design, a separate continuum The thermal/creep analysis requires that the
fluid dynamics analysis of the gas space was analyst account for the degraded properties of the
performed. The results are used in the finite-element concrete versus time and temperature. The
analysis of the tank plus soil column. Normal steady- ANACAP-U material properties subroutine of the
state, normal transient, and accident transient eases ABAQUS analysis was developed using testing and

must still be evaluated. Results of these analyses will statistical characterizations performed on Hanford I I
be translated into nodal tempera-tures on the finite- concrete [5]• The ANACAP-U formulation, also in
element stress model, agreement with data other than that developed

specifically for the Hanford concrete, is conservative
with respect to the Hanford concrete tests [6]•
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SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION ANALYSIS structure seismic interaction effects in terms of

Preliminary SSI analyses will rely on dynamic dynamic lateral soil pressures, deformations, and
soil properties developed for the Hartford Waste internal shears, forces and moments. These will be
Vitrification Plant (HWVP) located approximately 1/2 used in a subsequent, more detailed ABAQUS model
mile from the site of the MWTF. In addition, an of the tank where all load cases will be combined.

extensive geotectmical investigation to determine soft
properties as well as the statistical variation of selected In addition, acceleration response spectra at
properties has been initiated at the MWTF site. The selected locations in the tank will be developed from

soils testing program for the MWTF used the TSEP the SASSI analysis for use in design and analysis of I
document as a guideline in establishing the critical soil equipment mounted on the tank.

parameters to be determined. These include static
properties, dynamic properties, thermal properties, and COMBINED MODEL ANALYSIS
cathodic protection characteristics. An ABAQUS model, possibly the thermal/

creep model with additional detail, will be used in

The TSEP guidelines indicate that tank-to-tank performing load-combination evaluations of the tank.
interaction effects can be neglected if the tanks are To determine conservative reactions and stresses,

separated by at least one-half radius. Because the loads will be applied at the end of tank life.
MWTF project is one of the first DOE projects to apply
the TSEP guidelines, the SSI analysis team felt it COMPONENT ANALYSES
prudent to perform 2D parametric SASSI analyses to Analyses will also be performed on tank
verify the applicability of the "one-half radius rule." components and sections. Primary tank buckling is

evaluated with an axisymmetric ANSYS shell model

Initially, a soil column model was developed of the primary tank. Effects of dome penetrations

from the preliminary HW'VP soils data. The soil are examined with a 3D partial ANSYS model
column analysis provided iterated strain-dependent (Figure 5) of the tank dome and sides with the
soil properties and control motion input for the 2D largest penetrations modeled. Local effects will be
SASSI model. Then an ANSYS stick model was used addressed by submodels of the penetration areas.

to determine the fundamental frequency of the
concrete tank for comparison to the 2D SASSI model. Any portions of the secondary concrete

structure that require more resolution than is

The SASSI analysis will account for impulsive available in the generic or combined models, such as
fluid mass, tank stiffness, and vertical and horizontal the haunch and knuckle areas, will also be addressed

earthquake motions. Critical forces, moments and by detailed submodels. Boundary conditions will be
accelerations at selected nodes will be compared on taken from the overall structure analyses. The risers,
models with one and with two tanks and at varied vaults and piping will be evaluated separately. The

separation distances to determine interaction effects and supporting pad is included in the generic and

optimal spacing distance, combined models, but may require additional
evaluation.

Preliminary results at this site indicate that
the tank separation distance should be increased to one DESIGN PROCEDURE
radius or greater before tank-to-tank interaction effects
can be neglected. Further interaction studies are GENERAL
underway. The results of the various Title 1 and Title 2

analyses discussed in the previous sections of this
A 3D SASSI model has been developed for use paper will be used in preparing the detailed design

in the SSI analysis of the MWTF tanks. The model drawings and the construction specifications. In

consists of solid elements for the soil above the spread addition, loads will be developed for inclusion in
footing, solid elements representing the concrete the ASME-Certified Design Specification. This
structure, shell elements representing the secondary specification will be given to the fabricator for use
liner and primary tank, and mass elements representing in the design and construction of the primary tank. !!
the fluid mass of the contained wastes.

PRIMARY TANK

The SASSI analyses will be performed in two Analysis results, which will include tank
steps. First, the model will be used to develop soil- stresses and internal forces from the ANSYS model
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evaluation of the primary tank, will be compared to the detection and in-service non-destructive examination
stress criteria in ASME Section III, Division 1, slots.
Subsection NC-3200. Minimum plate thicknesses and
tank configurations will be selected as a basis for the Once the supporting pad has cured
design of the primary tank and will be verified by the sufficiently, the bottom of the primary tank will be
tank fabricator who, as previously noted, will design to fabricated and lowered into position on the
the rules of NC-3900. The fabricator will then submit supporting pad. The remainder of the primary tank
an ASME Certified Design Report. and the secondary liner walls will then be fabricated.

Finally, the dome of the primary tank will be
SECONDARY LINER fabricated at ground level, either adjacent to the tank

The analysis of the secondary liner will provide or inside it. The dome will be lifted into place and
plate stresses, strains, deformations, and anchor stresses welded to the tank walls.
that will be compared to the allowables of ASME
Section HI, Division 2, Subsection CC-3000 rules for Wall and dome reinforcing for the secondary
metal liners. Detailed liner drawings and construction concrete structure will be placed, the forms installed,

specifications will be prepared for use by the fabricator and the concrete placed (the wall of the secondary
in the construction of the liner. It will be the liner and the dome of the primary tank will be used

fabricator's responsibility to ensure that the liner will as inner forms for the concrete). To offset the
withstand the loads imposed during construction (e.g., placement pressures of the fluid concrete during the
concrete pour loads), dome pour, the primary tank will be filled with

water. This process will occur concurrently with the
SECONDARY CONCRETE STRUCTURE hydrostatic leak test of the primary tank.

Detailed design drawings and construction
specifications for the secondary concrete structure On completion of the secondary concrete
will also be prepared. The combined concrete structure structure and after sufficient cure time, the space
analysis will provide the deformations, shears, forces around the tanks will be backfilled up to the dome
and moments. These will be used to define concrete level. Tank penetration risers, vaults, pits, and
section dimensions and reinforcement requirements for piping will be placed, and final backfill will occur.
the secondary concrete structure dome, wails,
supporting pad, and foundation mat, based on the A photograph of previous tank farm
requirements of ACI 349-90. construction activity in the mid-1980's is included

as Figure 6.
CONSTRUCTION

REFERENCES

GENERAL

It is anticipated that the construction sequence [1] U.S. Department of Energy, General Design
for the MWTF waste storage tanks will proceed in a Criteria, DOE Order 6430.1A, April 1989
fashion similar to previous tank farm projects at the
Hanford Site. The first step will be site grading and [2] American Society of Mechanical Engineers,

excavation of a largo pit to accommodate the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 1992
construction of the four tanks. On the MWTF project,
a shoring system will be employed to allow the [3] American Concrete Institute, Code
concurrent construction of the adjacent at-grade support Requirements for Nuclear Safety Related
facility structure. Concrete Structures, ACI 349-90, 1990

After preparation of the subgrade at the [4] Brookhaven National Laboratory, Seismic
bottom of the pit, the foundation mats for the tanks will Design and Evaluation Guidelines for
be constructed. The bottom of the secondary liner will Department of Energy High-Level Waste
then be fabricated on a system of raised shoring and Storage Tanks and Appurtenances, BNL
will be lowered onto the finished foundation. The 52361, January 1993
concrete of the supporting pad will be placed on top of
the secondaryliner bottom and around the previously
fabricated annulus air ducts. The top surface of the

supporting pad will be formed for the ventilation/leak
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[5] Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Modeling

of Time Variant Concrete Properties at Elevated
Temperatures, April 1988

[6] Rockwell Hartford Company, Effects of Long-
Term Exposure to Elevated Temperature on the
Mechanical Properties of Hanford Concrete,
KI-IO-C-54, October 1981
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Figure 5. COMPONENT FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

Figure 6. TANK FARM CONSTRUCTION
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